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Correspondence from Germany
(From Matheus Hantschko)
---------Post 107 near Spremberg, July 14, 1913.
Worthy Volksblatt Readers in far away
Texas!
As one reads in German newspapers,
exceptionally warm weather prevails in the
United States. Here, on the other hand, it is
so cold that the gate keeper’s hut has to be
heated at night. In Spremberg we
celebrated, in grand style, the league’s
19th song festival and the 50th anniversary
of the Lower Lusatia singer league on the
6th and 7th of July. We had, in addition to
the two Spremberg bands (those of Zerbka
and Koch), invited the military band of the
Royal Saxon Field Artillery Regiment No.
32 from Risa to the festivities; we were
also entertained by the “Vienna Roses”, an
elite women’s orchestra of 5 charming
young ladies lead by Director P. Kugel,
during the two-day festival.
Ernst Heiter has the following to say, in
a witty poem, about the diet’s approval of
the bill for the increase in the size of the
military: “The Great Deed” authored:
“The great deed is now accomplished,
the largest of its day, with the military bill
the size of the army is approved and with
jubilation it is declared everywhere: Dear
Fatherland, you are well advised and may
now rest assured since we will have many
soldiers! We now say that which we could
not say with certainty before: we have
closed ranks, fully armed, on two fronts. It
does not matter from which side he
appears, we will not fear any enemy in the
future and if anyone approaches we will
call out: Uns kann leider! (Unfortunately
we can!)
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It will no longer be easy for an opponent to
boldly provoke us, as our diet has shown
that it can still accomplish something when
it authorized, while in a spending mood at
the end, an additional three regiments of
cavalry which had not been considered in
the beginning. The minister of war leaned
engagingly to the left and to the right; a
curtailment would certainly have been
very painful; now the congratulating
“Schar” budged to offer his good wishes
and shook the right hand after numerous
verbal skirmishes. With the big job of
endorsing the military bill done, it was
time to consider a plan to cover the cost.
The last stumbling block was removed
through compromise and, after
“considerable consideration”, agreement
was reached and eagerly lauded in cities
and states, from the south and the north:
many remote villages will now house a
garrison. In anticipation of such bliss the
kitchen maid cries out, while she chars the
roast: “Now soldiers will soon be here, as
well!” Foreign countries are in awe and
one Pole exclaims to another: Germany is
now fully armed, from head to toe; leave
the Michel alone for, beware, he will hit
back! Give peace the leverage to which it
is entitled. A major task has been
accomplished, the blessings will come
later; this was well done, for once, by the
representatives of the people. Satisfied,
they now return home to rest from work.
To be continued in the fall -- with renewed
energy!
Ernst Heiter
Translated by John Buerfeind
(Translator’s note: No attempt was made
to duplicate Heiter’s rhyme.)
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